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the official rob knopper complete 8-piece gear guide: 

the audition-ready snare setup.
every piece of gear and accessory you need to get set up and sounding great for auditions. be 

sure to scroll down to #9 for an *optional* bonus item.

#1 - pearl philharmonic snare drums: 14x4 brass, 14x4 
aluminum, and 13x4 maple. 
these drums rule. i used the aluminum and maple drums in nearly all of the auditions that i took, 
including the met orchestra. the brass drum came later, and i now use that for a vast majority of 
my playing in orchestra and on delécluse: douze études for snare drum.

#2 - remo heads: coated m5 diplomat batter head on top, 
hazy diplomat snare side head on bottom.
these are the thinnest heads available for snare drum (as far as i know). they offer incredible 
immediate response, and sound great with the pearl philharmonic. they also make good 
frisbees.
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 #3 - innovative percussion sticks: chris lamb cl-1l and cl-3l
the cl-1l are my go-to sticks, and i use them for all snare drumming besides dedicated soft 
playing on my 13x4 pearl philharmonic. there are about 25 pairs of these strewn about in my 
locker at work… i don’t think i’ve played on a truly matched pair in years. (kidding.)

#4 - 14x14 black handkerchief.
really, just anything you find at the store. fold it in quarters, cover about 1/6th of the head, and 
clip. try not to use it to blow your nose.
#5 - office depot mini binder clips
these are great because they clip your handkerchief down securely to the hoop, then the 
handles fold down and get out of the way. 
#6 - dr. scholl’s moleskin padding
cut out a section and fold it over the front of your drum to allow your sticks a quiet resting place 
before you begin playing. it also works on your feet.
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#7 - pearl concert snare stand
this is the lightest-weight snare stand i’ve ever used, 
and super simple. a lighter stand = a lazier 
percussionist, which is preferable.

#8 - humes and berg square snare 
drum case (w/ foam)
this case has been manhandled by dozens of pesky 
baggage handlers, but my snare drums remain pristine. 

bonus! #9 - jg percussion bottlekey drum key
this keychain is always with you, and works great for both before and after the show. this tool 
pairs well with IPAs, lagers, and eleventh hour snare drum tuning.
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